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prerequisite to magnet design and is currencly the
subject of considerable research in Che superconduct-
ing materials comaunicy. In Chi3 paper I will outline
some of the essential features of the interaction
between strain and superconducting properties, using
as examples the properties of eleaentary cooposite
superconductors containing intermetallic compounds
wtth the A15 crystal structure (such as Nb3Sn, V3Si,
V3G&, e t c ) as the superconducting material. (I v i l l
not explicitly discuss che properties or superconduc-
tors based on Nb-Ti alloys, vhich are the current
•"workhorses" of superconducting magnet technology
because their scrain sensitivity i3 rather Ies3 than
that of Nb3Sn, for example, although the basic princi-
ples are the tame and because A15 superconductors v i l l
be the basis of Che next generation af superconducting
aagnecs.)

THE NATURE OF COMPOSITE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Superconducting magnets are not made by simply
making a wire of a superconducting m a t e r i a l , i n s u l a t -
ing I t , and winding i t in to a s u i t a b l e geometry.
Early experience with t h i s approach showed that such a
aagnec reverts from the superconducting to the normal
s t a t e ( I . e . , "quenches") at auch lower current s and
raagnetie f i e l d s than would be expected frou the super-
conducting proper t i e s of shore samples of the wire
i tself . The generally accepted explanation for this
phenomenon is that in such a magnet, transient dis-
turbances, 3uch as might occur if a small portion of
the nagnet winding suddenly moves, cause the genera-
tion of sufficient heat to make a segment of the wire
revert co cl.e normal scace, resulting In incense local
resistive heating, and that this normal zone can then
propagate throughout the winding thereby causing the
entire tsagnec to quench. It has been found chat sta-
bilizicion against thi3 kind of occurrence, as well as
against other types of instability, can be achieved by
saking the conductor in the form of very fine f i la-
ments of superconducting material embedded in a m. -fix
of normally conducting metal, such as copper; such
composites are usually twisted, so that the filament
have a helical configuration, in order to increase
chair electromagnetic stability and to reduce the
energy loss in time-varying magnetic fields- (An
excel Leec discussion of che principles of protection
against instabilit ies and AC losses i s given in
reference [2j ) -

The simplest composite superconducting wire con-
sists of a single solid cylindrical filament of super-
conducting material, the "core," enclosed by a hollow
cylindrical cladding of a normal conducting material,
che "aatrix." The geoaetry of the cylindrical coapos-
Ita wire is completely specified by giving the matrix-
to-core volume ratio 3. Such 3imple monofllaaent con-
ductors are very useful for research purposes and have
also been used to make laboratory aagnet3 and NMR mag-
nets. Another simple composite conductor geometry i s
the :ape "sandwich" consisting of a central strip of
superconducting aacarial of rectangular cross section
clad on cuo opposed surfaces by layers of normal con-
ductor; conductors of this geometry are used in exper-
imental superconducting power transmission cables -
Intermediate between the cape and wire geometry is che
"flactened-wire" geometry obtained by rolling compos-
i t s wire of a cylindrical cross section to obtain a
composite with oore-or-less ell ip-'cal cross section;
as the ratio of the axes of the eillpsa (aspect ratio)
varies from one to zero, one pas^zs between the wira
and tape geometries.

The discussion in this paper of stress effects
v i l l utilize the properties of monofilaoent coapos-
Lte conductors with the simple geometries just J -
scribed, since the basic principle: will be most

simply illustrated thereby. However, the conposice
conductors used in large-scale, high-field magnets are
rather more complicated, the simplest element being a
multifilamentary wire che cross section of which shows
a circular matrix of normally-conducting material in
which are eabedded -lO -10 superconducting filaments
packed in a hexagonal (close-packed) array, each f i la -
ment being completely surrounded by normal metal. Such
simple mulcifilamentary elements are often bundled
together and drawn or extruded down to a finer wire
which i s then a composite of multifilaaents in which
each superconducting filament has a diameter of a few
pm. Many of these composite wires are then twisted
together into a cable or woven together to fora a
braided conductor from which the magnet is then wound.
A description of such conductors and their fabrication
nay be found in reference [Tl. •

Besides conferring stability with respect to
quenching, the composite nature of the conductors make
possible the use of superconducting materials which are
intrinsically brittle, such as T^Sn and other A15
structure interaetallic compounds. The presence of a
ductile copper or copper-alloy matrix and the fact that
the fabrication process results in che brittle compound
being under compression make i t possible to subject the
conductor CO tensile and bending strains of che ordar
of IS without cracking, thus permitting the practical
use of these materials in high-field magnets. Ic 13
fortuitous that if niobium Is heated at ~700°C in con-
tact with an alloy of copper plus -10 wt.X tin, then
the niobium Is gradually converted to Nb3Sn. Thi.3 is
the basis for the so—called "bronze process" aid relat-
ed diffusional processes for fabricating A15-based con-
ductors [*_]; in essence, the fabrication process con-
s is ts of making a Kb/Cu-alloy composite of the desired
geometry by rolling, extrusion, etc. and then heat-
treating at high teoperature to convert che 3b in the
composite partially or totally to Sb-jSn. However, be-
cause the thermal expansion coefficients of Mb and
Ub-jSn are about three times smaller than that of copper
and ics alloys, differential thermal contraction upon
cooling from the fabrication temperature to the cryo-
genic temperatures required for superconductivity
results in a considerable compression of the Kb3Sn, up
to -12. This compression retards the formation of
cleavage cracks in the compound, but i t also depresses
values of the superconducting critical properties, and
the superconducting properties of the composite then
depend on che sum of the effects of thi3 internal
strain and scrain which results iron external stresses,
3uch a3 might be produced by che Lorencz force or
magnet winding stresses-

A large part of che information needed by a magnet
designer for example, about the electrical properties
of a superconductor, can be summarized in the so-called
"critical surface" of the conductor [2J. neglecting
striin for the nomenc, 3uch a critical surface would be
a surface in the three-dimensional 3pace of the vari-
ables temperature, magnetic field strength (or -nag etic
induction), and transport current density; for values
of the variables above the surface the conductor is in
the normal state, while for values below the surface,
it is superconducting. From the discussion above, i t
i s clear that we nust also include one or sora strain
variables as axes in the space of the critical surface
so that the variable space is actually one of four (or
more) dimensions. Furthermore, from che discussion
above concerning internal and external sources of
strain in composite conductors, it is clear -hac where-
as a given superconducting material will have a single
critical surface in the variable space Including
strain, since i t is the response of a composite
conductor to various variables including externally
applied strait that ir.cerescs a magnet designer, chat
different conductors will have different crit ical



critical surfaces If they have differene Internal
strain states, even though they utilize the sane
superconducting material. In the following sections,
we will discuss first the strain dependence of the
critical properties of oaterials and then the proper-
ties of composite conductors.

STRAIN DEPENDENCE OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IS A15

COMPOUNDS

The entire critical surface in the space of the
variables temperature T (a scalar), magnetic induction
3 (a vector), transport current density J (a vector),
and strain z, (a second-rank tensor) is far from being
well established for any material. Only fragmentary
knowledge of portions of the surface in the domain
where c i» 0 are known for a small number of materials,
among Chen several A15 compounds, most notably SbjSn,
but others as well.

Consider first th« "trace" of the critical sur-
face in T - 4 domain, i.e., the dependence of the
critical temperature T c (the value of temperature at,
a»0, J«0 below which the material is a superconduc-
tor). Following Tescardi {5J, one might expect the
strain-dependence of Tc for a sisgle crystal to be
described reasonably well by a truncated Taylor series
of the form:

raised by nonhydrostatic strain [8]. The magnitudes
for several A15 compounds of the coefficient which

T.(0) (1)

where c is the strain (written as a six-component vec-
cor); F Is a vector and £ is a second-rank tensor for
which the components are material parameters. The
number of distinct non-zero elements of f and ^ are
governed by crystal symmetry (e .g . , ^ has the • same
symmetry as the elastic moduli); thus,**for example, a
cubic crystal has characteristic parameters Ij, A ^ ,
'-12' a n d ~&4- Magnets, etc . , are not normally made-
vich single crystals, thus, for a random, polycrystal-
line aggregate of grains of cubic synnetry, equation
(I) becomes [6_] :

- TCCO) + I V 2 C2)

whera and «e I 3A44/2.

(The componeu:3 of i have been grouped in this way to
stress che analogy with the grouping of 3ingle-»rystal
elastic constants in the bulk and shear moduli of
cubic polycrystals). e is the dilatation and :._,
etc. ara the deviatoric components of the principal
strains. A review [5] of the experimental evidence
on che hydrostatic pressure and uniaxial strain depen-
dence of Tc in the A15 compounds 'J3SI and Sb̂ Sa sug-
gests that lv<<^., and that the relative magnitudes of
fi_ and I , are such that far strains greater than about
10"' che effects of the nonhydrostatic components of
strain greatly outweigh che effects of dilatation,
i . e . , changes in shape of the -rystal lattice natter
far Qora Chan changes in volume. (Values of i_ for
use in aquation (2) for several A.15 compounds are
given in (SJ). Thus, for these two materials, and'
probably for al l .415 compounds, the crit ical tempera-
ture depends, to a good approximation, quadratically
on che nor-hydrostatic strain. This 13 illustrated fort
N'bjSn [&_,]_] in Fig. 1, In which i t i s seen that the
critical temperature is depressed by nonhydroscatic
(devlacoric) strain; 1" strain depresses Tc by about
15£. For the high-Tc At5 compounds (Tc>16 K, i . e . ,
:ib3Ge, SbjSn, VjSi, VjGa, etc.) aanhydrostatic strain
depresses the crit ical temperacure: however, at least
one compound, V3Ge (T=~ 5 K), has i ts temperature

couples Tc with nonhydrostatic strain, correlate well
•ich the values of the average electron-phonon matrix
element for the compounds, which suggests that changes
In the electronic band structure, and especially the
change In the density of 3tates at the Fermi level,
when the lattice symaetry is distorted from cubic are
the origin of the strain-dependencs of Tc [6J .
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the critical temperature of
polycrystalline r!b33n on axial 3train. The maximum
crit ical cemperature T=a i s jd8 K. The plot was ob-
tained by analyzing the change, under the influence of
a .uniaxial stress, in the Tc of composite monofilament
conductors, with matrix-to-core ratios as noted, in
which the NT̂ Sn is subject to an essentially uniaxial
internal compression [6 ,7] .

In principle the ̂ description of the trace of cri-
tical surface la the B-^ domain, i . e . , the dependence
of the upper critical field Bci (strictly speaking, the
upper critical magnetic induction) on strain, is more
complicated than for 7C since B is a vector. 3y ~3C2 "e
shall mean the value of the magnetic induction (at J»0,
but possibly for TrO) above which superconductivity
vanishes. However, the only data available are for
polycrystalline samples in which case any anisotro-
pies in 3=2 are averaged out, and i t can be regard-
ed as a scalar; these data show that B.7 varies
essentially quadratically with nonhydrostatic strain
just at Tc does [9J. However, the amount of the
variation Is larger" for BC2 than for T.: while 1"
strain reduces Tc by 3bout 15Z, It reduces 3,-, by
20-357. for NT̂ Sn [o.,]?] • Considerstlons based oV the
theory of type-II "superconductivity suggest that Bc->
should always vary more strongly with strain than T"
doe3 [6J.

The critical current density Jo is defined as the
value ai the transport current density above which the
material reverts to the normally-conducting state; i t
i s a vector quantity and depends upon the direction
relative to the magnetic field and to characteristic
directions in the superconducting material. Whereas
the critical magnetic field and temperature depend
essentially on che "chemistry" of the superconducting



material ( I . e . , on i ts conposicioa, crystal structure,
a t e ) , che cri t ical current density in type II super-
conductors such as A15 compounds is crit ically depen-
dent on the aicrostructure of the oacerial ( i . e . , on
the number and distribution of latt ice defects such as
small voids, dislocation loops and cel l walls, grain
boundaries, small precipitates, s i c . ) - The principal
interest in Jc is under conditions where quite large
magnetic fields are presenc- In type II superconduc-
tors under such conditions, the superconducting nate-
rlal is threaded by lines of magnetic flux running
through cylindrical cores of normally conducting mate-
rial (a condition called the "mixed scate"), and the
Lines of magnetic flux are arranged in an orderly
fashion called the "fluic-line lattice" [10J. The cri-
tical current density is determined by the strength
with which the aicrostructure of the superconductor
pins the flux-line lattice and prevents it from moving
under the influence of the Lorentz force; ia polycrys-
talline A15 compounds, the grain boundaries are the
priaary source of the pinning of the flux-line lattice
[£]. The crit ical current density Jc is then deter-
mined by both the strength and distribution of the
pLnning centers and the elastic and plastic character-
ist ics of the flux-line latt ice. The latter proper-
ties depend on the value of the crit ical field for the
material and the values of the magnetic field and tem-
perature relative to the critical values. An expres-
sion (scaling law) for the magnitude of Jc when the
current flows along a conductor perpendicular to a
Tiagnatic field which has proved to describe reasonably
we Li the properties of polycrystalline A13 compounds
:or 3/3.2> 0.1 i s [4_,U_,12J :

(Bc2-3)2 K:-2 (3)

where F(-) i s a function which depends on the density
3 and strengths of pinning centers and «j is the
Ginzburg-Landau parameter [10] of the superconductor.
In equation (3), Bj., is understood to hs temperature
dependent. It has"been found for the regime where
equation (3) i s obeyed that the strain-dependence of
3r? (discussed above) is the dominant factor in the
strain dependence of Jc [6..9...13J • but there is soae
evidence [14J that strain nay also alter the strength
or the effective number of pinning centers- Consider-
able work has been done by Ekin [9] to characterize
phenoaenologically the strain dependence of scaling
laws for the critical current density, but since the
theoretical interpretation of the scaling laws is in
ioae doub-. [12_,13J, such remains to be done to under-
stand exactly how strain affects J c .

3T8AIH DEPENDENCE OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY I S COMPOSITE
COTOUCTORS

As tha discussion above has indicated, it appears
that for A15 compounds, changes in the shape, rather
than the vol-jne, of the crystal latt ice are the most
important in altering the superconducting critical
properties; both the critical temperature Tc and the
epper critical field 3C, vary quadratically with the
nonhydrostacic (deviatoric) part of the strain. The
critical current density Jc i s mostly changed by
strain through changes in BC2 *-n = n e sealing relation.
In order to characterize the effect of straining a
coaposite conductor containing an A15 compound as the
superconducting element i t remains to combine the
external strain with the internal strain in the con-
pound (which results during conductor fabrication) to
get the net nonhydrostatic strains; Chen expressions
such as equations (2) and (3) are used to obtain the
superconducting properties of the composite conductor.

Consider first the internal strain, illustrated by
the properties of the simple monofilament composite
conductors described earlier. By synnetry It Is 3een
that the principal strains in the'filamentary supercon-
ducting core of a cylindrical monofilaaent conductor
are the axial strain &rz and the equal radial and
.tangential strains, c r r " sg@ > thus from equation (2)
(with ["j- Av - 0) we see that the change in critical
tempercure 6y 3train, ATC, is given by:

( 4 )

Estimates of c r r and £zZ based on isotropic linear
elasticity theory [6J show that e r r / c z r i • (0-1-0.2),
i . e . , the strain i s nearly -aiaxial, and that to the
neglect of terms of the order of the difference in
Poisson's ratio between matrix and core:

(5)

where 6 is the fractional difference between the dimen-
sions of a sample of superconductor at the (low) mea-
suring temperature and those of a sample of the matrix
material of equal voluae at the (high) temperature of
fabrication but different at low temperature owing to
the different thermal expansion coefficients of the two
materials; for Hb3Sn In a bronze matrix, 5 Is positive
and -IS [15J. 3. is the matrix-to-core ratio and S /̂Ef
is the ratio of Young's ocduli for the matrix (m) and
filament (f) at the low temperatures approximate to
superconductivity. Combining equations (4) and (5)
yields the relation for cylindrical conductors between
the change in critical temperature from that of a free-
standing superconductor i~c and the matrix-to-filaaent
ratio R:

- (15/4it) 6~l [(Ef/Em)+a] (6 )

The magnitude of At for hlgh-Tc A15 compounds i s i -103

K [6], thus for example, for large values of R (so that
essentially all of the thermal mismatch is taken up by
the superconductor) and 6 i 10"-, the crit ical tempera-
ture of such a composite will be depressed by about 3 K
from a value of about 20 K.

The fora of equation (6) suggests that a plot of
R/(AT(.)

>1 VS. 5. should be linear, as is seen to be the
case in Fig. 2 [13_] • While the fora of equation (6)
seens to be correct, as shown by Fig. 2 and related
data [6J, the parameter -f/E

n should not be interpreted
literally as the ratio of the Young's moduli at the low
temperature. Analysis of data such as that in Fig. 2
and related properties shows that plastic flow occurs
in the bronze matrix during cooling from the reaction
temperature [ĵ ,̂ 6J • For example, the value of SJ/EJ
obtained from~anaiysi3 i s ~0.3-0.6, considerably lower
than the actual ratio of the noduli at low temperature
i s -L-2 [1£,17J; this is the kind of deviation to be
expected from plastic flow in the bronze matrix. Thus,
the fact that the correct fora of the equation is
achieved by a rather oversimplified analysis is fortui-
tous ; the actual details of the plastic flow, which is
no doubt non-unifora, must be rather complicated and
hard to model analyclcally.

In the case o£ th* cylindrical wire composite dis-
cussed above, the strain is essentially uniaxial. How-
ever, this is not the case for all types of composite
geometry. Consider for axanple the case of the "tape
sandwich" composite described aarly which consists of
a thin layer of superconductor sandwiched between two
layers of matrix. The length is assumed large compar-
ed with the breadth and both are assumed to be very
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Fig. 2 The dependence of Che depression ia cr i t ica l
temperature iTc for SbjSn i s monofilament composite
wires fron that of free-standing Ifl^Sn for wire3 with
different matrix-to-core (bronze/niobium) rat ios .

such larger than the thickness of the composite. tn
this case, a state of plane stress can be assumed to
be a good approximation and the resulting strains have
been analyzed in [5J. From symmetry, the strain in
che superconductor in the plane of the tape is iso-
cropic and i s equal to the axial strain e£2 given by
equation (5) provided that the Young's modulus Z for
each of the elements of the composite i s replaced by
E(L-v)"^, where v is Poisson's ratio. The principal
strain in the superconductor perpendicular to the
plane of the composite £„ is given by:

The change ia crit ical temperature of the superconduc-
tor resulting from being in the composite Is given by
aquation (4) provided that e r c i s relaced by s p ; thus:

(8 )

Because - S p / v z 2 i s larger for the tape geooetry than
~ztr'*-zz " r c h e '*ire geometry, i . e . , the strain 3tate
in che tape conductor is more tr iax ia l , the change in
che cr i t i ca l temperature caused by the internal strain
in the composite i3 larger for the tape than for the
wire. The degree to which this i s 30 can be seen by
comparing equations (4) and (8 ) . As a f irs t approxi-
mation consider the internal strain state in a wire
composite to be uniaxial, i . e . . cTCsQ. Furthermore,
if ue ignore the difference between Poisson's ratio of
the superconductor and aatrlx (or if ue consider the

case of large matrix-to-core rat ios) , then the axial
strain e z z i s the same in both the wire and the tape
conductors for a given value or the matrix—to—core
racios and:

(9 )

For v - 1/3, this ratio i s 4; somewhat more refined
estimates [.£,18] yield values of about 2-4. Experi-
ments on N^Sn composite tapes [6.U3.] and wires which
have been flattened to a thickness-to-breadth ratio of
about 0.1 by rolling prior to reacting to convert the
Hb to Nb3Sn ("flattened-wire tapes") [1£] y ie ld values
of the ratio of about 2-3 . The change in aTc with
decreasing thickness-to-breadth ratio of flattened-wire
tapes ts shown by the data [19J in Table I , which
clearly shows that the degree of t r iax ia l i ty i s an
important factor in determining ^ c -

Table I Superconducting Critical Temperature of a
Bronze-Processed Mb̂ Sa ifonofilament Wire as a
Function of the Degree of Flattening.
(The matrix-to-core ratio was 15. The c r i -
t ica l temperature of the HbjSn without the
bronze matrix was 1S.1 K).

Thickness-to-Sreadth 3atio
(a)

1.00
.67
.51
.37
.25
.16

(b)

1.00
.48
.25
.19
.11
.07

TC.X

16.9
16.3
15.4
15-2
15.05
15-15

ATC,K

- 1 . 2
- 1 . 8
-2.7
-2.9
-3.0
-3.0

(a) 3ased on matrix outside dimensions
(b) Baaed on core dimensions

The discussion of the effect of internal strain in
composites on superconducting properties thus far has
focused on changes in the critical temperature. From
the discussion of the previous section, i t is apparent
that the effect on the upper critical field B c , will be
very similar but that the effect will be larger: equa-
tions (6), (3), and (9) should apply to AB^ but with a
value of i c larger than that for SIC- Furthermore, the
value of Aj appropriate to 3C2 will in general depend
on temperature, unlike the case of Tc- The changes in
critical current density to be expected are not so
clear since the composite geometry, e tc . , affects the
microstructure and therefore the pinning; however at
lease qualitative estimates could be made, if so de-
sired, by using equations (6) or (3) for ^Z2 3 n d

combining them with a scaling law such as equation (3).
Having at least a qualitative understanding of the

effects of the internal strain state of the composite
on its superconducting properties, let us nov consider
the effect of subjecting the composite to an external
3tress 7 such as might arise in magnet fabrication or
operation. If we call the strain resulting frcm such
stress the "external strain", s(c) then the supercon-
ducting properties will be given by expressions such as
equation (2) uhera the strain which enters 13 the
superposition of external strain ;(?) and the internal
strain c(0) . For the purposes of illustration, let us
consider the case of a aonofllaaent composite wire for
which, to a first approximation, the internal strain
state of the superconductor is uniaxial compression,
E

zz-°) given by equation (5). (Me will also ignore
differences between Poisson's ratio for the matrix and
the superconductor.) To this ue will apply a uniaxial



stress 90 that the external strain in the superconduc-
tor Is an axial strain c(7) and equal radial and tan-
gential strains ( -ve(- ) ) . The critical temperature of
this composite wj.il b= »iven by equation (2) (setting
T, and \, to zero) and inserting the deviatoric prin-
cipal strains obtained from a superposieion of the
Incerna! and external strains:

T.CO Tc(0) + -_ A. e(<?)]2 (101

It aay be seen from equation (10) that the Tc Curve is
predicted Co be a parabola with it3 apex at IC(E ) -
Tc(0) and e(j) - -£ zj(C)a+vrL; slightly more refined
escimaces [6j including the effect of plasticity in
che bronze aacrix suggest that -:(*) i s probably closer
to ~tzz(.O) than the crude estimate above indicates.
Thus, a series of composite airas with different
r.acrix-ca-superconduccor ratios will have T= vs e(<r)
curves ahich have the apices at the same Tc value but
different C(T) values reflecting the amount of intern-
al lonprssston. This is indeed observed to be the
case [7], and che superposition of such curves yields
cne da7a shown ia Fig. I. Similar behavior is found
for the upper critical field 3 c 2 [9J. A series of
such curves for the critical current density Jc [13]
ar* 3ho«n in Fig. 3; in this case, large values of Che
aacrtx-co-core ratio (e.g. , 44:1) probably cause
tracking in the superconductor even prior to applying
stress thus reducing Jc (ahich i3 acre sensitive than
Tc ro this) even at che aaxinun.

0.50 1.00
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compounds in bronze oatrices (set by the total differ-
encial thermal contraction); however, for a given
raatrix-to-core ratio, the larger the stiffness of the
bronze, che larger che magnicude of Che compression in
che conductor (see equation (9)) . Since the effective
stirfness of Che bronze appears to be Halted by plas-
tic flow, i t can be raised by hardening with suitable
alloying additions, for example by adding small amounts
of beryllium [21_], and this has the effect of increas-
ing die Internal compre3sive strain in the I^Sn.
Another approach Co strengthening che matrix i s to sake
the spacing between superconducting filaments in nulti-
filaaencary conductors small enough to impede disloca-
tion moeion in Che matrix [22].

As the discussion above suggests, Che main fea-
tures of che superconducting behavior of icternally-
strained composite superconduccors and cheir inter-
action with applied tensile stresses are reasonably
well understood, at lease in outline. Another type
of strain of importance in magnec applications is bend-
ing 3train; this has the added complication that the
resulting strain in the superconductor is nonunifora.
Some work has been done Co relace che critical current
density under bending strain to measurements of i ts
tensile strain dependence (discussed above) [3_,23J - In
a cylindrical monofilament conductor which is benc con-
cave downwards and which behaves e last icai l / , elemencs
of che conductor above the geometric center will exper-
ience an 'external' strain (in the sense used above)
which is tensile while those below the center are com-
pressed; che net serais i s Chen the superposition of
the external and internal strains. The "critical
state" model of type II superconductors [2] suggests
chat the critical current I c of a benc monofilamenc
conductor in which the critical current density Jc
varies with position throughout a conductor cross sec-
tion (because of the strain distribution) v i l l be given
by an integral of Jc aver the cross section:

Fig. 3 Critical current as a function of applied ten-
sils strain for a series of Ifl̂ Sn monofilaoent con-
ductors with varying bronze-to-filaoent ratios. 3*4.0
Tasla, >4.2 K.

As che strain due to the external stress goes beyond
che strain ac che raaxiaun in Tc (or J c , etc.) the A15
compound goes into a stace of tensile strain, i . e . ,
--{?) -r cz2'0)>0. Since A.15 compounds do not appear to
be able to flow plastically (except at quite high
caaperatures), when e(j) + E J Z ( 0 ) exceeds some cri t i -
cal tensile strain then cleavage cracks begin to fora
and dcascically and irreversibly begin to depress the
critical current density fl^MJ; this appears to hap-
pen when e(r) -r =rz(0) ~ (2-4)xlO~3. Clearly the more
negative Ls che internal comparison = z z(0), the larger
is che possible value of a tensile s(~) before crack-
ing begins, and the aore "strain tolerant" (in one
sense) che conductor i s . Of course there is an upper
lialc co che nagnitude oE £zz(0) of about LO"2 Eor A15

dS (11)

cross
section

In che integral che 3train dependence of J,. is chat
obtained from uniaxial censile experiments and =(f) is
che scrain distribution in the superconductor. this
approach [23] seems to work, at least semi-quantita-
Cively, for monofilamentary conductors providing two
complications are included. First, because the intern-
al scrain state puts the bronze matrix in tension, cha
bronze or. che upper side of the bent conductor will
flow plastically during bending and thus shift the neu-
tral axis away from che geometric axis of the coirtuccor
[24]; this must be accounted for in estimating z\t).
Second, at sufficiently large bending strains cracks
will begin to appear on the upper surface of the super-
conductor. A simple aodel of scrain in bent conductors
including these effects [23] yields che sain features
exhibited by experimental daca, as shown in Fig. 4.
The inicial rise in I c with bending strain is a conse-
quence of the neutral axi3 shiEc, while the sharp drop
is a consequence of cracking. A related approach can
be applied co cuiscsd aulciiilamencary conductors if
che Cvi3t pitch Is long enough,buc for highly twisced
conductors new effects due to current transfer between
filaments appear; these effects have been discussed in
detail by Ekin [9].



teaperature, are s t i l l alnost non-exi3CenC. Clearly,
much remains to be done before the subject Is exhausted
of interesting problems-
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F i j . 4 normalized c r i t i c a l current behavior as a
function of bending strain in a monofilaaent XbjSn
conductor. The s o l i d curve represents calculated
behavior including a sh i f t ia the conductor'3 neutral
a x i s . The dashed curve i3 expected behavior should
the SbjSn not crack.

SOME REKAtSIXG PROBLEMS

In the d i scuss ion above we have seen that the
out l ines of an understanding of Che superconducting
properties of s trained Al5-based coaposi te conductors
have emerged ia recent years, but thera i s s t i l l a
considerable dis tance to go in order to achieve e i ther
a thorough phenomenological character izat ion of the
strain e f f e c t s ( e s p e c i a l l y for A15 compounds other
chan Hb^Sfi) or za achieve a theoret ica l descript ion
capable of making â priori quanti tat ive predict ions of
the properties o f"pract ica l conductors, t c i s in the
l a s t category that pract i t ioners of the science (and
art) of mechanics can make a great contr ibut ion . We
have seen that s i a p l s models based on i s o t r o p l c l inear
e l a s t i c i t y with sona crude account taken of matrix
p l a s t i c i t y were very useful in gaining a qua l i ta t ive
understanding and ia correlat ing experimental data;
t h i s , however, i s a far cry from achieving adequate
descriptions. First, even the siaple linear elastic
theoretical aodels have only been made for monoflla-
nenc conductors of siaple geometry; analytical models
for aonofllaaents of ell iptical cross section and for
suitifilamentary conductors would be useful. Second,
it uould be very useful to have more realistic numeri-
cal calcuations (by finite-element methods for exam-
ple) accurately simulating the process of cooling froa
the reaction temperature and including plastic flow in
the bronze during the cooling process. These calcula-
tions should also include the fact that the filaments
are not always completely reacted and consist of both
•!b and Mb̂ Sn, for example, and that the Mb can also be
plastically deformed by the internal stresses [17.] .A
few finite element simulations [25_,26_] have been aade,
but aore work in this area is required. In the area
of solid-state physics, an understanding of the
microscopic origins of the effect on 3train on even
the simplest superconducting property, the critical

This work was supported by the Division of Mater-
ials Sciences of the Office of Basic energy Sciences,
U.S. Department of Energy, under contract So. EE-AC-02-
76CH00016. It is a pleasure to acknowledge many useful
discussions over the past few years on this topic with
my colleagues J- Bussiere, T. Luhman, and M. Suenaga,
as well as the generous use of their experimental data.
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